The excess seen at 125 GeV at both ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] has attracted many considerations for new physics beside the higgs boson in standard model (SM) . One very interesting suggestion is [3] which shows that Randall-Sundrum(RS) radion can be responsible for the excess. The physics behind RS model lies with the following geometry for the warped space-time [4] ,
where T (x) is referred to as the modulus field, G µν (x) as graviton and k is a scale of the order of the (reduced) Planck scale M pl . To explain the hierarchy problem, the compactification radius or the vacuum expectation value(vev) of the modulus field, r c ≡ T (x) , is required to satisfy the relation kr c ∼ 12. The radion φ [5] , identified as the scalar bulk field to stabilize the modulus field, couples to SM particles as
where T µν is energy-momentum tensor for SM particles and Λ φ = √ 6M pl e −krcπ . This model leads to a larger branching ratio for φ → gg or γγ, relative to h SM → gg or γγ in SM. As shown in [3], with Λ φ ∼ 680 GeV, the excess observed at the LHC can be explained by a 125 GeV RS radion with σ(H)Br(H → γγ)/σBr SM ∼ 2.1 and smaller values for other channels relative to the corresponding ones in SM.
The analysis above does not take into account of the constraint on other part of the RS model, namely the searches for a massive graviton at the LHC. In this note, we shall show that the results of LHC searches for graviton have interesting implications for the radion.
The nth massive Kaluza-Klein(KK) modes of G µν will also couple to SM particles, L
µν , where
The mass of the nth KK graviton is given by M Gn = kx n e −krcπ = x n k M pl Λ G , where x n is the nth solution of J 1 (x n ) = 0, and J 1 is the Bessel function. In the following, we will focus on the first KK mode with
The couplings of the first KK graviton with SM particles are proportional to 1/Λ G or x 1 k/M pl for a fixed M G . Limits put on M G for specified k/M pl can then be transferred to limits on Λ G , therefore on Λ φ due to the relation, Λ φ = √ 6Λ G . For example, using dijet final states, CMS [6] A smaller value of Λ φ then requires a larger k/M pl , although the latter of order 0.1 or less is preferred theoretically [8] . However, a larger k/M pl means a more stringent constraint on M G because the cross section for the graviton's production at the LHC is proportional to (k/M pl ) 2 . As shown in Fig. 1 , when k/M pl = 0.3, the limit for M G is 2.8 TeV, then we have Λ φ = 5.97 TeV. One may want to extend to even larger k/M pl and hope to accommodate Λ φ = 680 GeV. The obstacle is that there is an upper limit for k/M pl theoretically given by [9] , k/M pl < 3π 3 /5 √ 5 ≃ 2.88. We show the conservative constraint for large k/M pl in Fig. 2. A limit of M G = 3.5 TeV will give Λ φ = 2.24 TeV for k/M pl ≃ 1. Even the largest but highly theoretically disfavoured k/M pl ≃ 2.88 results in Λ φ = 0.8 TeV and σ(H)Br(H → γγ)/σBr SM ∼ 1.5.
In summary, it is unlikely to have a 125 GeV RS radion with Λ φ = 680GeV and accommodate with both experimental and theoretically constraints. 
